
DUKE FUQUA MBA ESSAY QUESTIONS

If you have questions after looking over the information here, feel free to send an email resume; Activities and
achievements; Self-reported test scores; Essays.

Thus, the purpose of this essay is to show the admission committee your multidimensional personality. Or at
least what can you achieve more efficiently with an MBA than without one? Be sure to also keep in mind the
following formatting and content tips, as following instructions is also a crucial part of any strong MBA
application. Kudos [? Should the short-term goals that you provided above not materialize what alternative
directions have you considered? I plan to collaborate with fellow students in solving cases and preparing for
future interviews. What are your short-term goals, post MBA? You should apply during Early Action. In this
spirit, the admissions committee also wants to get to know youâ€”beyond the professional and academic
achievements listed in your resume and transcript. However, instead of experiencing it in a big, tourist-filled
city, I traveled to a small, out-of-the-way town called Olinda. In terms of professional backgrounds, Fuqua
segments them into very small slices. Should the short-term goals that you have provided above not
materialize, what alternative directions have you considered? Participating in the unique Coach K Center
program will enable me to work with other potential business leaders and put into practice leadership values
and principles. While in high school, I started a new branch of national Scouts in my hometown, shaping its
educational focus and leading scouts and their instructors. What are your responsibilities while working for a
family business after having left a prestigious investment bank, and why did you make the change? Think of it
like your manager asking you about what you want to do in the coming year â€” your goals should be
achievable, but they should also portray you as motivated and not complacent. To do well on this essay, I
strongly encourage you to both familiarize yourself with the types of clubs and activities currently offered at
Fuqua, as well as speaking with as many past and present MBA students as you are able to connect with.
Fuqua prides itself on cultivating a culture of engagement. My favorite sport is basketball. Your fit with the
program is crucial, and it will be ideal to show the personal qualities that Duke prizes.


